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ABSTRACT. In a recent paper, the model of the
galaxy with hot dark matter was considered. The
galaxy is divided into the inner region with the
dominant baryonic matter (the elliptic orbit of the test
particle) and the outer region with the dominant hot
dark matter (the parabolic orbit of the test particle).
It was assumed that the hot dark matter consists of
hypothetical Planck neutrinos arising in the decay
of the protons at the Planck scale. Galaxies formed
from the baryonic matter, and the hot dark matter
appears in the galaxies later. The rotation curves
of the galaxies were studied in the model, including
Milky Way, M33, NGC 2366 and IC 2574. In the
present paper, the hot dark matter model is further
investigated, with the application to M31, the system
of M31 and the Milky Way, the globular clusters
NGC 2419 and MGC1, the dwarf spheroidal galaxy
Sculptor, ultra-massive quiescent galaxies from the
COSMOS and UDS fields. The baryonic matter mass
of M31 was estimated from the rotation curves, with
the average value 1.6 × 1011 m�. The gravitational
interaction of the Milky Way and M31 is considered.
In the hot dark matter model, the dynamical masses
of the Milky Way and M31 are twice their baryonic
matter masses that gives the radial velocity of M31
toward the Milky Way, 106 km s−1. The hot dark
matter mass in the globular clusters NGC 2419 and
MGC1 is estimated. The value is small compared
to the stellar mass in both the clusters. The hot
dark matter mass within the half-light radius of
the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Sculptor is estimated,
0.5 × 106m�. The sum of the stellar and hot dark
matter mass within the half-light radius is consistent
with the dynamical mass within the half-light radius
of the Sculptor derived from the kinematics of the
metal rich stars. The instability of the baryonic
matter due to the influence of the hot dark matter
and some perturbations flattens the velocity profile
of the metal poor stars which is unsuitable to derive
the dynamical mass. The evolution of ultra-massive
quiescent galaxies from the COSMOS and UDS fields
is considered. The dynamical to stellar mass relation
is doubling during the evolution from z = 2 to 0 that

can be explained by the absence of dark matter at
z = 2 and the presence of the hot dark matter at
z = 0.
Keywords: dark matter; galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics; galaxies: dwarf; globular clusters: general.

АНОТАЦIЯ. В недавнiй статтi нами
розглядалася модель галактики з гарячою темною
матерiєю. Галактика роздiлена на внутрiшню
область з переважно барiонної матерiї (елiптична
орбiта пробної частинки) i зовнiшню область з
переважно гарячою темною матерiєю (параболiчна
орбiта пробної частинки). Припускається, що
гаряча темна матерiя складається з гiпотетичних
Планкiвських нейтрино, що виникають у розпадi
протонiв на Планковськiй шкалi. Галактики
формуються з барiонної матерiї, а гаряча темна
матерiя з’являється в галактиках пiзнiше. Кривi
обертання галактик вивчалися в рамках моделi, в
тому числi Чумацький Шлях, M33, NGC 2366 i IC
2574. У данiй статтi продовжено вивчення моделi з
гарячою темною матерiєю стосовно M31, системи
M31 i Чумацького Шляху, кулястих скупчень
NGC 2419 та MGC1, карликової сфероїдальної
галактицi Скульптор, ультрамасивних пасивних
галактик з полiв COSMOS та UDS. Маса барiонної
матерiї у M31 була оцiнена з кривих обертання,
середня величина 1.6 × 1011m�. Розглядалася
гравiтацiйна взаємодiя Чумацького Шляху та
M31. У моделi з гарячою темною матерiєю
динамiчнi маси Чумацького Шляху i M31 у
два рази бiльше маси барiонної матерiї, що дає
радiальну швидкiсть M31 у напрямку Чумацького
Шляху, 106 км с−1. Була оцiнена маса гарячої
темної матерiї в кулястих скупченнях NGC 2419
та MGC1. Її величина невелика у порiвняннi iз
зоряною масою в обох скупченнях. Маса гарячої
темної матерiї всерединi ефективного радiуса
карликової сфероiдальної галактики Скульптор
була оцiнена як 0.5 × 106m�. Сума зоряної
маси i маси гарячої темної матерiї всерединi
ефективного радiуса узгоджується з динамiчною
масою всерединi ефективного радiуса галактики
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Скульптор, отриманої з кiнематики зiрок з високим
вмiстом металiв. Нестабiльнiсть барiонної матерiї,
яка викликана гарячої темною матерiєю i деякими
збуреннями, призводить до плоского профiлю
швидкостей зiрок з низьким вмiстом металiв, який
не пiдходить для отримання динамiчної маси.
Розглядалася еволюцiя ультрамасивних пасивних
галактик з полiв COSMOS та UDS. Вiдношення
динамiчної i зоряної мас подвоюється протягом
еволюцiї вiд z = 2 до 0, що можна пояснити
вiдсутнiстю темної матерiї при z = 2 i наявнiстю
гарячої темної матерiї при z = 0.
Ключовi слова: темна матерiя; галактики:
кiнематика i динамiка; галактики: карликовi;
кулястi скупчення: загальне.

Introduction

The flat rotation curves of spiral galaxies can be
explained by the presence of dark matter (DM),
e.g. (Battaner & Florido, 2000) and references therein.
The modified Newtonian gravity (MOND) (Famaey
& McGuagh, 2012) gives another explanation. DM
is a main component (∼ 85%) in the universe (Ade
et al., 2016). The nature of DM is thought to be
non-baryonic (Trimble, 1987). There is a belief that
DM was present in the early universe and took part
in the structure formation (Trimble, 1987). Observa-
tional constraints on the structure formation give sup-
port to the models with cold dark matter (CDM) and
disfavour those with hot dark matter (HDM). All the
known particle species are not suitable for the CDM
candidates. Among the proposed CDM candidates, the
most popular are weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) (Bertone & Tait, 2018). Attempts to detect
WIMPs in several experiments have failed (Marrodán
Undagoitia & Rauch, 2016; Liu et al., 2017).

The rotation curves of massive star-forming galax-
ies at 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 2.6 from the KMOS3D and SINS/zC-
SINF surveys show a fall-off beyond the turnover (Lang
et al., 2017). The discs of these galaxies are strongly
baryon dominated (Genzel et al., 2017). This is in con-
trast to the flat rotation curves of local spiral galaxies
of similar masses. Several studies of observed high red-
shift galaxies (Tanaka et al., 2019; Casey et al., 2019;
Stockmann et al., 2020) found the dynamical to stellar
mass relation, mdyn/m∗ ∼ 1. The EDGES collabo-
ration reported the detection of 21 cm absorption at
z ≈ 17 (Bowman et al., 2018). The observed signal is
about twice the value predicted in the ΛCDM model.
The EDGES result can be explained in a universe de-
void of DM, with the baryon fraction 100% (McGaugh,
2018).

The foregoing data imply the absence of DM in the
universe at high redshifts above z ∼ 2. In this case,
the galaxies formed from the baryonic matter (BM),

and the DM come there later. As such, there is no re-
strictions on the models with HDM from the structure
formation.

DM may emerge in the decay of the pro-
tons (Khokhlov, 2015). The mode of the decay of
proton at the Planck scale into positron and hypo-
thetical Planck neutrinos, p → e+4νPl, was suggested
in Khokhlov (2011c). The process was studied for the
protons falling onto the gravastar, by giving an exam-
ple of Sgr A∗ while interpreting Sgr A∗ as a gravas-
tar (Khokhlov, 2014, 2017). Planck neutrino can be
classified as a HDM candidate.

The standard cosmology is considered within the
framework of the ΛCDM model (Ostriker & Stein-
hardt, 1995). It complies with the observations on
large scales (Reyes et al., 2010), see however (López-
Corredoira, 2017) and references therein. Also, obser-
vational constraints from the density perturbations in
the range 106 − 1015 m� give the preference to the
model with the dominant HDM fraction rather than
the ΛCDM model (Demiański & Doroshkevich, 2017).
The standard cosmology is in contrast to the electro-
dynamics in the laboratory frame (Khokhlov, 2013).
An alternative model of the universe was developed
in Khokhlov (2011a,b). Testing the ΛCDM model on
galaxy scales reveals several problems, e.g. (Weinberg
et al., 2015; Kroupa, 2012, 2015) and references therein.

In a recent paper (Khokhlov, 2018), the model of
the galaxy with HDM was considered. The HDM was
treated as a gas of hypothetical Planck neutrinos,
arising from the decaying BM. It was assumed that
only BM took part in the galaxy formation, and the
HDM appears in the galaxies later. The proposed
model was successfully tested on the galaxies: Milky
Way, M33, NGC 2366 and IC 2574. In the present
paper, we shall further investigate the HDM model,
with the application to M31 (Andromeda galaxy),
the system of M31 and the Milky Way, the globular
clusters NGC 2419 and MGC1, the dwarf spheroidal
galaxy Sculptor. Also, we shall consider the evolu-
tion of ultra-massive quiescent galaxies from z = 2 to 0.

1. The HDM model of the galaxy

We shall review the HDM model of the galaxy pre-
sented in Khokhlov (2018). Assume that the HDM
consists of hypothetical Planck neutrinos arising in
the decay of the protons at the Planck scale, p →
e+4νPl (Khokhlov, 2011c). Planck neutrino is speci-
fied as a massless particle propagating with the speed
of light (Khokhlov, 2011c). Therefore, Planck neutri-
nos do not form a condensed structure. Assume that
the galaxy is formed from the BM, and the HDM comes
there later.

Consider the BM of the galaxy embedded into the
HDM. The circular velocity of the test particle at the
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radius r is defined by the BM mass and the HDM mass
(energy) within the radius r as

v2c =
G(mb(< r) +mhdm(< r))

r
(1)

where G is the Newton constant, mb(< r) is the BM
mass within the radius r, mhdm(< r) is the HDM mass
within the radius r. The radial velocity of the test
particle at the radius r is defined by the HDM pressure

v2r =
2Gmhdm(< r)

r
. (2)

The energy of the test particle of the unity mass is
given by

E =
1

2
v2r +

1

2
v2c −

G(mb(< r) +mhdm(< r))

r
. (3)

The energy eq. (3) defines the motion of the test par-
ticle in the galaxy with HDM.

The distribution of the HDM is supposed to be
homogeneous, with the HDM ρhdm = const and
the HDM mass mhdm(< r) ∝ r3. The galaxy is
divided into the inner region with the dominant
BM and the outer region with the dominant HDM.
The border between the regions at some radius r0 is
defined by the equality of the HDM and BM mass,
mhdm(< r0) = mb(< r0). In the inner region r < r0,
the energy of the test particle is negative, E < 0, that
defines the elliptic orbit of the test particle (Landau
& Lifshitz, 1960). In the outer region r ≥ r0, the
energy of the test particle is equal zero, E = 0, that
defines the parabolic orbit of the test particle (Landau
& Lifshitz, 1960). The stability of the structure of
the galaxy implies that the HDM perturbation does
not exceed the BM gravitational potential. Hence,
the enclosed dynamical mass is limited by the double
baryonic mass enclosed. In the outer region r ≥ r0,
the enclosed dynamical mass is the double baryonic
mass enclosed, mdyn(< r) = 2mb(< r).

2. Observational constraints on the model of
M31

The rotation curve of M31 was under study in several
works (Geehan et al., 2006; Seigar et al., 2008; Chemin
et al., 2009; Corbelli et al., 2010; Tamm et al., 2012).
From ∼ 10 kpc to ∼ 30 kpc, it is approximately flat,
decreasing from ∼ 250 km s−1 to ∼ 220 km s−1. Above
∼ 30 kpc, the rotation curve is decreasing (Tamm et
al., 2012). The models of the rotation curve include
the mass components: the bulge, the stellar disc and
the DM halo. Besides, the mass of the gas is added
in Chemin et al. (2009); Corbelli et al. (2010).

Consider the HDM model of M31. We need to define
the radius r0 of the border between the inner and outer

regions in M31. In Khokhlov (2018) the radius r0 was
determined through the features in the anisotropy pro-
file in the Milky Way, in the curve of the position angle
in M33, NGC 2366, in the curve of the inclination in IC
2574. Two warps of the disc in M31 can be seen from
the curves of inclination and position angle (Chemin
et al., 2009). The location of the second warp have
been reported by several authors, using the HI data:
r > 18 kpc (Henderson, 1979; Brinks & Burton, 1984),
r > 25 kpc (Corbelli et al., 2010), r > 27 kpc (Chemin
et al., 2009), r > 28.5 kpc (Newton & Emerson, 1977),
and the optical data: r > 20.5 kpc (Walterbos & Ken-
nicutt, 1988), the values are rescaled to the distance
to M31, 785 kpc (McConnachie et al., 2005). Assume
that the second warp of the disc in M31 exhibits the
transition to the outer region. Adopt the radius of the
border between the inner and outer regions in M31,
r0 = 19 kpc. The BM and HDM masses are equal at
r0 = 19 kpc.

Estimate the BM mass of M31 from the circular ve-
locity at r0 = 19 kpc. The rotation curve in Corbelli
et al. (2010) gives the circular velocity, v(r0) = 238
km s−1. From this, the BM circular velocity is es-
timated to be vbm(r0) = v(r0)/

√
2 = 168 km s−1,

and the BM mass, mb(< r0) = 1.25 × 1011 m�. Be-
yond ∼ 20 kpc, the fraction of the luminous mass in
M31 is estimated to be ∼ 10% (Ibata et al., 2005).
Then, the total BM mass of M31 can be estimated as
mb = 1.4× 1011 m�. The rotation curve in Chemin et
al. (2009) gives the circular velocity, v(r0) = 252 km
s−1. From this, the BM circular velocity is estimated
to be vbm(r0) = v(r0)/

√
2 = 178 km s−1, and the BM

mass, mb(< r0) = 1.4 × 1011 m�. By adding ∼ 10%,
the total BM mass of M31 is mb = 1.5× 1011 m�.

At r0 = 19 kpc, the radial velocity is equal to the
circular velocity. The radial velocity can be calculated
through the radial velocity dispersion as vr = 2σr.
Chapman et al. (2006) reported the radial velocities
of the red giant branch stars in M31 in the range
10−70 kpc. The radial velocity dispersion at 19 kpc is
σr = 135 km s−1 (Chapman et al., 2006) that gives the
radial velocity, vr = 270 km s−1. Adopt the same circu-
lar velocity, vc = 270 km s−1. The BM circular velocity
is estimated to be vbm(r0) = 191 km s−1. This gives
the BM mass, mb(< r0) = 1.6× 1011m�. By adding ∼
10%, the total BM mass of M31 is mb = 1.8×1011 m�.
Taking the average, the BM mass within the radius
r0 = 19 kpc is mb(< 19 kpc) = 1.45 × 1011 m�, and
the total BM mass of M31 is mb = 1.6× 1011m�.

The observational circular velocities in the outer re-
gion of M31, r ≥ 19 kpc, correspond to the elliptic
orbit of the test particle. Hence, they are not suit-
able to test the HDM model wherein the test parti-
cle moves along the parabolic orbit in the outer re-
gion. The enclosed dynamical mass in the far outer
region, r >> r0, can be calculated through the ra-
dial velocity. Veljanoski et al. (2014) reported the
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radial velocities of the globular clusters in M31 in
the range 30 − 140 kpc. The radial velocity disper-
sion at 80 kpc is σr = 83 km s−1 (Veljanoski et al.,
2014) that gives the radial velocity, vr = 166 km
s−1. The enclosed dynamical mass can be estimated
as mdyn(< 80 kpc) ≈ v2rr/2G = 2.6 × 1011 m�, and
the enclosed BM mass, mb(< 80 kpc) ≈ 1.3×1011 m�.
The radial velocity dispersion at 100 kpc is σr = 75
km s−1 (Veljanoski et al., 2014) that gives the ra-
dial velocity, vr = 150 km s−1. The enclosed dy-
namical mass can be estimated as mdyn(< 100 kpc) ≈
v2rr/2G = 2.6 × 1011 m�, and the enclosed BM mass,
mb(< 100 kpc) ≈ 1.3 × 1011 m�. The radial velocity
dispersion at 120 kpc is σr = 69 km s−1 (Veljanoski et
al., 2014) that gives the radial velocity, vr = 138 km
s−1. The enclosed dynamical mass can be estimated as
mdyn(< 120 kpc) ≈ v2rr/2G = 2.65× 1011 m�, and the
enclosed BM mass, mb(< 120 kpc) ≈ 1.3× 1011 m�.

The mass models estimate the BM mass of M31
to be mb = 1.04 × 1011 m� (Geehan et al., 2006),
mb = 0.93×1011 m� (Seigar et al., 2008), mb = 0.99×
1011m� (Chemin et al., 2009),mb = 1.4×1011m� (Cor-
belli et al., 2010), mb = 1.01× 1011 m� (Tamm et al.,
2012). The BM mass consists of the bulge+disc+gas
mass in Chemin et al. (2009); Corbelli et al. (2010),
and of the bulge+disc mass in the other works. Tamm
et al. (2012) note the uncertainties in the bulge mass,
(4.4−6.6)×1010m�, and in the disc mass, (5.7−8.6)×
1010 m�. Thus, the BM mass of M31 estimated in the
HDM model is consistent with the literature data.

Estimate the HDM density from the HDM
mass at r0 = 19 kpc. The HDM mass is
equal to the BM mass at r0 = 19 kpc. Hence,
mhdm(< 19 kpc) = 1.45 × 1011 m� that gives
the HDM density ρhdm = 3.4 × 10−25 g cm−3 =
5.05 × 10−3 m� pc−3. This is consistent with the
value in the Milky Way, ρhdm = 3.1× 10−25 g cm−3 =
4.6 × 10−3 m� pc−3 (Khokhlov, 2018) and with
the local DM density at the solar position,
ρdm(R�) = 0.005 − 0.01 m� pc−3 (Weber & de Boer,
2010), ρdm(R�) = 0.005 − 0.015 m� pc−3 (Read,
2014). The similar values were obtained for M33,
NGC 2366, IC 2574 (Khokhlov, 2018).

3. Radial velocity of M31 toward the Milky
Way

Consider the system of the Milky Way and M31
in the HDM model. We shall treat the Milky Way
and M31 as points of the BM mass, mb,MW = 1.0 ×
1011 m� (Khokhlov, 2018) andmb,M31 = 1.6×1011 m�,
respectively. The gravitational interaction of the Milky
Way and M31 is defined by the dynamical masses of the
Milky Way and M31 which are twice the BM masses of
the Milky Way and M31. The radial velocity of M31

toward the Milky Way is given by

v =

(
4Gmb,MW

R

)1/2

+

(
4Gmb,M31

R

)1/2

(4)

where R is the distance between the Milky Way and
M31. For R = 785 kpc (McConnachie et al., 2005),
the radial velocity of M31 toward the Milky Way is
106 km s−1. The observational value is 109.3 ± 4.4
km s−1 (van der Marel et al., 2012), they adopt the
distance between the Milky Way and M31, R = 770
kpc. Thus, the radial velocity of M31 toward the
Milky Way estimated in the HDM model is consistent
with the observational value.

4. Dark matter in the globular clusters

Globular clusters (GCs) pose a problem for the
ΛCDM model. According to the hierarchical struc-
ture formation, the GCs form within their own DM
halos (Peebles, 1984). Observations show no evidence
for DM halos of GCs, e.g. (Mashchenko & Sills, 2005a).
It is reasonable to think that the DM halos of GCs
were stripped by the tidal field of the host galaxy,
e.g. (Mashchenko & Sills, 2005b). However, there ex-
ist GCs at large distances from the centre of the host
galaxy where the effect of the tidal field is negligible.
NGC 2419 in our Galaxy (∼ 90 kpc from the galactic
center) and MGC1 in M31 (∼ 200 kpc from the galac-
tic center) are distant GCs with negligible tidal effects.
Observations show that the DM mass in these clusters
is limited by the stellar mass as mDM/m∗ < 1 (Conroy
et al., 2011; Ibata et al., 2013). Although the DM is
admitted in the clusters, it is not needed to explain the
data.

Consider NGC 2419 and MGC1 in the HDM model.
Observations show the stellar mass m∗ ∼ 106 m�
within the radius r ∼ 250 pc in both the clusters.
For the HDM density ρhdm = 5 × 10−3 m� pc−3,
the HDM mass within the radius ∼ 250 pc is
mhdm(< 250 pc) = 3 × 105 m�. Thus, the HDM
content within the radius ∼ 250 pc is small compared
to the stellar matter. This is consistent with the
observational data.

5. Dark matter in the dwarf spheroidal
galaxies

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) exhibit the flat
velocity dispersion curves which cannot be explained
by the baryonic mass alone, e.g. (Walker, 2013). The
velocity dispersion gives the dynamical masses which
substantially exceed the stellar masses within the half-
light radii, and the dynamical mass-to-light ratios are
increasing toward the outskirts of the galaxies. For
the Local Group dSphs, the dynamical mass-to-light
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ratios within the half-light radii can be found in Collins
et al. (2014), with [M/L]half from ∼ 10 m�/L� to ∼
1000 m�/L�, except for several outliers. Typically, the
discrepancy between the dynamical and stellar masses
is ascribed to the DM.

Sculptor is a typical dSph at a distance of 86 kpc
from the centre of our Galaxy (McConnachie, 2012).
Battaglia et al. (2008) studied the kinematics in the
Sculptor for two components of RGB stars, metal rich
[Fe/H]> −1.5 and metal poor [Fe/H]< −1.7. The pro-
file of the metal rich stars in the l.o.s. velocity disper-
sion shows a fall off from σ ∼ 9 km s−1 in the centre to
σ ∼ 2 km s−1 at 0.7 kpc. The profile of the metal poor
stars in the l.o.s. velocity dispersion is approximately
flat, σ ∼ 11 km s−1, from the centre to 0.5 kpc, and
then is slightly declining to 1.8 kpc.

The difference of the profiles of the metal rich and
metal poor stars can be interpreted as follows. Sup-
pose that the metal rich stars are young, and the metal
poor stars are old. Assume that the declining profile
of the metal rich (young) stars traces the real gravita-
tional potential of the galaxy while the flat profile of
the metal poor (old) stars is a result of evolution not re-
lated to the gravity of the galaxy. When neglecting the
HDM, the gravity of the BM is balanced by the accel-
eration due to the velocity dispersion thus holding the
stable galaxy structure. Addition of the HDM leads to
the instability of the BM. Under the influence of some
perturbations, the unstable BM is spreading out that
results in growing of the size of the dwarf galaxy with
time. The velocity dispersion is defined by the value of
perturbations and cannot be used to derive the dynam-
ical mass of the galaxy. Perturbations may be caused
by the tidal forces of the host galaxy. Hammer et al.
(2018) showed for a bulk of dwarf galaxies in the Milky
Way that the velocity dispersions of the dwarf galax-
ies can be explained by the tidal forces exerted by the
Milky Way.

Estimate the dynamical mass within the half-light
radius of the Sculptor from the velocity dispersion of
the metal rich stars. The half-light radius of the Sculp-
tor is rhalf = 283 pc (McConnachie, 2012). The l.o.s.
velocity dispersion of the metal rich stars at 283 pc is
σ ∼ 5 km s−1 (Battaglia et al., 2008). The calculation
gives [mdyn]half = σ2rhalf/G = 1.6× 106 m�.

The observed stellar mass of the Sculptor
is m∗ = 2.3 × 106 m� (McConnachie, 2012).
The stellar mass within the half-light radius is
[m∗]half = 1.15 × 106 m�. For the HDM density
ρhdm = 5 × 10−3 m� pc−3, the HDM mass within the
half-light radius is [mhdm]half = 0.5 × 106 m�. The
sum of the stellar and HDM mass within the half-light
radius is [m∗ + mhdm]half = 1.65 × 106 m�. Thus,
the dynamical mass within the half-light radius of the
Sculptor derived from the kinematics of the metal
rich stars is consistent with the sum of the stellar and
HDM mass within the half-light radius.

6. Evolution of ultra-massive quiescent
galaxies

Stockmann et al. (2020) presented an analysis of
15 ultra-massive quiescent galaxies from the COSMOS
and UDS fields (log(m∗/m�) ∼ 11.5) at z & 2. They
obtained the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass of or-
der unity, mdyn/m∗ ∼ 1. This implies the absence of
DM in the galaxies at z = 2. A sample of early-type
galaxies from the MASSIVE Survey was taken as the
local reference sample.

Comparison of the galaxies from the two samples
allows to study the evolution of ultra-massive quies-
cent galaxies from z = 2 to 0. The analysis of the
data shows that the local galaxies have grown by a
factor of 2 in stellar mass, 4 in size, with no evolution
in velocity dispersion. As a result, the dynamical to
stellar mass relation is doubling during the evolution
from z = 2 to 0. When assuming the absence of DM
at z = 2, the two times increase in the dynamical
mass can be ascribed to the HDM in the local galaxies
(z = 0). This is consistent with the HDM model which
predicts the dynamical mass of the local galaxy as
twice its stellar mass.

Conclusion

In a recent paper (Khokhlov, 2018), the model of the
galaxy with HDM had been considered. The model was
successfully tested on the galaxies: Milky Way, M33,
NGC 2366 and IC 2574. In the present paper, we have
continued investigation of the HDM model, addressing
M31, the radial velocity of M31 toward the Milky Way,
the globular clusters NGC 2419 and MGC1, the dwarf
spheroidal galaxy Sculptor. Also, we have considered
the evolution of ultra-massive quiescent galaxies from
z = 2 to 0.

The galaxy structure in the HDM model is divided
into the inner and outer regions at some radius where
the BM mass is equal to the HDM mass (energy). The
radius of the border between the regions in M31 is
taken r0 = 19 kpc, corresponding to the second warp
of the disc in M31.

The BM mass of M31 within r0 = 19 kpc has been
estimated from the circular velocity at r0 = 19 kpc,
and the value is mb(< r0) = (1.25−1.4)×1011 m�. By
adding ∼ 10%, the total BM mass of M31 is estimated
to be mb = (1.4− 1.5)× 1011 m�. Also, the BM mass
of M31 within r0 = 19 kpc has been estimated from
the radial velocity dispersion of the red giant branch
stars at r0 = 19 kpc, and the value is mb(< r0) =
1.6 × 1011 m�. By adding ∼ 10%, the total BM mass
of M31 is estimated to be mb = 1.8× 1011 m�.

The BM mass of M31 has been estimated from the
radial velocities of the globular clusters in the range
80− 120 kpc. The BM mass of M31 is estimated to be
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mb = 1.3×1011 m�. The BMmass of M31 estimated at
r0 = 19 kpc and at 80− 120 kpc is consistent with the
literature data for the bulge mass, (4.4−6.6)×1010 m�,
and the disc mass, (5.7− 8.6)× 1010 m� (Tamm et al.,
2012).

The HDM density in M31 has been estimated. The
value obtained is ρhdm = 3.4× 10−25 g cm−3 = 5.05×
10−3 m� pc−3. This is consistent with the values in
the Milky Way, M33, NGC 2366, IC 2574 (Khokhlov,
2018) and with the local DM density at the solar posi-
tion (Weber & de Boer, 2010; Read, 2014).

The gravitational interaction of the Milky Way and
M31 has been considered in the HDM model. The ra-
dial velocity of M31 toward the Milky Way is estimated
to be 106 km s−1 which is consistent with the observa-
tional value, 109.3± 4.4 km s−1 (van der Marel et al.,
2012).

We have considered distant GCs NGC 2419 in our
Galaxy and MGC1 in M31. The HDM mass within the
radius ∼ 250 pc is estimated to be mhdm(< 250 pc) =
3× 105 m� compared to the stellar mass m∗ ∼ 106 m�
in both the clusters. The small DM content in these
clusters is consistent with the observational data.

We have considered the problem of dark matter in
the dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the HDMmodel, based
on the kinematics of RGB stars in the Sculptor pre-
sented in Battaglia et al. (2008). We have assumed
that the declining profile of the metal rich (young)
RGB stars traces the real gravitational potential of the
galaxy while the flat profile of the metal poor (old)
RGB stars does not. It is a result of evolution caused
by the instability of the BM due to the presence of the
HDM and the influence of some perturbations. The dy-
namical mass within the half-light radius of the Sculp-
tor derived from the kinematics of the metal rich RGB
stars, [mdyn]half = 1.6×106 m�, is consistent with the
sum of the stellar and HDM mass within the half-light
radius, [m∗ +mhdm]half = 1.65× 106 m�.

We have considered the evolution of ultra-massive
quiescent galaxies from z = 2 to 0, based on the anal-
ysis of the sample of 15 galaxies from the COSMOS
and UDS fields presented in Stockmann et al. (2020).
The dynamical to stellar mass relation evolves from
mdyn/m∗ ∼ 1 at z = 2 to mdyn/m∗ ∼ 2 at z = 0 that
is consistent with the HDM model.
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